




Approaching our 2015 mid-term ambition, the 
Journey this year has been the opportunity to reflect 
on the change we have seen in the organisation over 
the last 5 years.

AIESEC in 2014-15 delivers globally close to 30,000 
international placements per year, facilitated by 
75,000 members across 127 countries. This is in stark 
contrast with an organisation back in 2009-10 which 
was delivering 10,000 international placements with 
50,000 members across 110 countries.

As U2 said back in 2009, “Every generation has a 
chance to change the world”. AIESEC has been 
evolving rapidly over the last 5 years to adapt to 
global trends and truly become an organisation 
that develops the generations of responsible global 
leaders capable of changing the world and enabling 
“Peace & Fulfillment of Humankinds Potential”.

The launch of YouthSpeak this year, a global youth 
movement to empower young people to take action 
on world issues, the desire to align our 2020 mid-
term ambition to the UN Millennium Development 
Goals, and the beginnings of a review of the AIESEC 
Way, are all signs of the desire to evolve and increase 
our impact & relevance globally.

I’ve been privileged this year to meet both Jean 
Choplin, co-founder of AIESEC back in 1948 and 
Lionel Simons, AIESEC UK founder in 1953 and discuss 
the evolution of the organisation from its inception 
to its current state and the future potential it holds. 
“The only constant is change” is an interesting way 
Choplin chose to describe this organisation that 
continuously aims to re-invent itself to develop 

responsible global leaders.

The 2014-15 term in AIESEC UK has been a Journey 
towards “Greatness & Relevance – Together As One”. 
On the one hand, AIESEC UK is delivering the largest 
number of member & exchange experiences in its 
history with 600+ UK students sent abroad, 250+ 
international interns placed in the UK and an 800 
strong volunteer membership. On the other hand, 
this year has been aimed at making us more relevant 
as an organisation to our stakeholders by evolving 
our leadership, cultural understanding & sales 
membership education and offering customised 
services to our partners. Most importantly, we’ve 
achieved the above together as one entity and one 
organisation through a combination of culture, spirit 
and collaboration.

I would like to thank the people who made it all 
possible: the trustees, my team in the National Office, 
the local Presidents, the local leadership teams, our 
National Support Team, the UK membership and 
our Entity Partners. Thank you for the Journey of a 
lifetime, thank you for your trust.

“Never overestimate your power to change others. 
Never underestimate your power to change yourself.” 
Jackson Brown Jr. 

Yours faithfully,

Reuben Ayley
President 2014.15
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This year our Join 2 Lead programme was designed to tackle youth unemployment in the United Kingdom by offering 
students hard and soft skills, outside of the traditional education system  through practical leadership experiences.

The Join 2 Lead programme was divided into two types 
of opportunities that students could select based on 
their learning preferences and background: Business 
and Social Impact.
Aside from these opportunities we also offered students a diverse range of 
activities they could engage with throughout their leadership experience, 
contributing to their personal development and cultural awareness.

Our local entities based in universities across the UK drove recruitment 
in September, leading to the successful recruitment of over 750 students 
from a range of nationalities, ages and degrees.

MEMBERSHIP RECRUITMENT GROWTH

[1.1] OUR MEMBERSHIP
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The University of Aberdeen
Anglia Ruskin University
Aston University
University of Birmingham
University of Bristol
University of Cambridge
Cardiff University
City University London
Durham University

University of Edinburgh
University of Leeds
London School of Economics
The University of Liverpool
University of Manchester
Newcastle University
University of Nottingham
University of Oxford
University of Reading

University of Sheffield
University of Southampton
University of Strathclyde
University of Glasgow
University College London
University of Warwick
The University of East Anglia 

In 2015-2014 our membership has been representing the following universities across the UK:

OUR MEMBERSHIP: YEAR OF STUDYOUR MEMBERSHIP: SUBJECT OF STUDY

OUR MEMBERSHIP: NATIONALITIES OUR MEMBERSHIP:  J2L SUB-PRODUCT

A

S

E T

EU (Non-British)
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With a network of 127 countries and over 30,000 international internships each year, AIESEC offers more 
than an international opportunity: AIESEC offers an intense learning experience by living and working 
or volunteering in a foreign country. This year AIESEC UK has opened up opportunities for young 

people studying in the UK to challenge themselves, develop their skills, see the world and generate impact by 
focusing on quality and relevant experiences in all of our GoGlobal Programmes.

The GoGlobal Programme 
comprises of: 

• GOGLOBAL VOLUNTEER
• GOGLOBAL TEACH

• GLOBAL TALENT

SPECIAL THANKS TO:
All the volunteers in our Marketing and OutGoing Exchange membership and particularly the 40 Vice Presidents who lead 
and managed local operations, as without them the organisation would not be here at all. We owe a tremendous amount to 
each and every one of them.

[1.2] OUR EXCHANGE PROGRAMMES OVERVIEW
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Students taking part in our GoVolunteer programmes provide societal impact to communities all over 
the world, by working in social projects or in local NGOs. These projects tackle challenging local issues, 
including the level of literacy in Brazil or deforestation and inefficient waste management in Sri Lanka, 

where an internationally-minded student can add immense value to the local community.

This year we have seen a tremendous growth in the number and capacity of our national country partnerships 
all around the world. By working closely with multiple international AIESEC teams, we have been able to 
promote and deliver relevant experiences to our students in more challenging and developing environments 
and economies. We would like to thank the following national committees for all their help and assistance:  

[1.3] OUTGOING VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMME
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In addition to the national country partnerships, students were able to choose opportunities in one of our                
pre-defined issues as shown below:

EDUCATION

Teaching predominantly 
English, but also other 

languages such as Spanish 
and French with the overall 

aim of improving literacy

 

Education of students in 
culture and leadership 
- empowering them to 
look beyond their local 

community and increasing 
their awareness of global 

issues 

Raising awareness about 
health and lifestyle within 

a community to have a long-
lasting impact on the local 

community

Volunteering for an NGO 
or charity in an emerging 

country to support 
charitable sustainability and 

growth

Encouraging sustainable 
lifestyle and social 

responsibility in the 
environmental sector whilst 
working on green initiatives

CULTURAL 
UNDSTANDING ENTREPRENEURSHIP ENVIRONMENT HEALTH

1600

1300

720+

520+

Students applied for the 
GoVolunteer programme with 
AIESEC.

GoVolunteer applicants were 
assessed by our student 
volunteers

Students have officially 
committed to the GoVolunteer 
programme

Students have secured exchange 
experiences for this summer
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NUMBERS & DATA 
(As of June 2015)

ISSUES
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  CEED PROGRAMME

Our national country partnerships will be supported further by AIESEC UK members who will partake in the CEED programme this summer. The CEED 
(Cultural Envoy for Exchange Development) Programme is a position available for members who will work for AIESEC in a variety of roles relating to core 
AIESEC activities in one of the countries within the AIESEC network. This year AIESEC UK members will be sent to one of the 14 country partners in order to 
strengthen our relationship with them. The CEEDer will undertake responsibilities in the local committees of the country partner entity, while supporting the 
delivery and servicing of AIESEC UK exchange participants during their experience.

EPIC & HOMECOMING

Every year our local volunteers organise EPICs (Exchange Participant Introductory Conferences) all across the UK to provide the necessary preparation to 
all the students who have committed to going on an AIESEC exchange. Our trained facilitators cover topics such as culture shock, programme and country 
specific preparation. Additionally, in September and October 2015 our local volunteers will be organising HomeComing - a conference aimed at students 
returning to the UK after their exchange experiences abroad. The objective of HomeComing is not only to give the exchange participants the space to reflect 
on their personal and professional development but also to help them to overcome the “reverse culture shock” which they are likely to be experiencing upon 
their return.
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[1.4] OUTGOING TEACHING PROGRAMME

Go Teach is one of AIESEC’s global internship programmes offering young people an international 
experience teaching English abroad. English language education has the power to impact the society in 
another country by improving access to global educational and professional opportunities. The average 

duration of the programme is 8 to 40 weeks in countries like Brazil, Colombia, Mainland of China or Vietnam.

We believe that education should be a right not a privilege. Go teach provides you with the space and resources 
to develop both personally and professionally while giving you the opportunity to positively impact the life of 
others through education.

PURPOSE

19
82Students applied for the GoTeach 

programme with AIESEC

GoTeach applicants were assessed 
by our student volunteers

Students have officially committed to 
the GoTeach programme

Students have secured exchange 
experiences for this summer500

885
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[1.5] OUTGOING PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMME

Global Talent is a professional development programme, dedicated to final year students and recent 
graduates from UK universities. Global Talent Internships last from 6 to 12 months and are aimed towards 
graduates with Marketing or Business Administration backgrounds. We are currently offering access to 

the Opportunities Portal Database internships.aiesec.org, allowing our customers to explore our opportunities 

                                                 .                                         and to be directly assessed by companies.

It allows young people to put their skills into practice and gain professional experience by working in challenging 
international environments whilst developing their personal skills and cultural understanding.

PURPOSE

• Customers have free access to our user-friendly platform

• Global Talent was a pilot project, first developed and implemented during this term

• This project has been run by 12 entities in AIESEC UK

KEY FACTS
27
54 People committed to the programme

People are currently on internship abroad

3000 People interested in the 
programme
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[2.1] THE JOURNEY OF GLOBAL TALENT

AIESEC UK has continued to facilitate 
youth mobility through the Global Talent
Programme. 

Faced with significant youth unemployment 
across the globe, the ever-increasing growth of 
emerging economies and a global misalignment 
of skills, the Global Talent Programme has a 
continued relevance in today’s society. The 
continued relevance of the programme is 
sustained by facilitating youth mobility, enabling 
companies to access new opportunities all over 
the world and developing young people’s skills 
for the future. The increasing strength and fast-
moving nature of the technology sector in the 
UK has also provided a new opportunity for the 
incoming exchange programme and this has 
re-defined our market relevance for SMEs and 

start-ups across the UK. Coming into the 2014-15 
term we focused on developing the essential 
skills needed in sales and marketing to promote 
our Global Talent programme across England, 
Scotland and Wales, whilst also focusing on the 
quality of our account delivery processes to 
enhance the experiences of our partners & trainees 
here in the UK. By focusing on the development 
of our members within the incoming exchange 
programme we have initiated a new culture of 
interacting with our external communities and 
customers who partake in our incoming exchange 
programme. Our local chapters are aiming to 
increase the number of partnerships delivered 
over the coming years by focusing on the 
customer service to enhance the overall quality 
of our programme. We have seen 3 local chapters 
deliver partnerships this year for the first time in 

5 years. Our local chapters have created 14 new 
local partnerships this year so far and renewed 3 
long-lasting partnerships. Nationally, we focused 
on high-quality partnerships and explored the 
purpose behind it. The Net Promoter Score of this 
programme has reached 74+, reaching the highest 
quality in AIESEC across the entire globe. We 
decided to focus on the customer and provide the 
best experience to the interns and our partners, 
assuring the delivery of leadership in every 
experience. We have re-shaped our programme 
through empathy maps, and refined our trainee 
onboarding, contractual processes and pricing. 
AIESEC UK has also had a great contribution to 
AIESEC International by co-creating the global 
delivery model for Global Exchange Partners, as 
well as hosting the Global Partners Dinner and 
Global Business Development Summit this year.
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AIESEC UK has welcomed students and recent graduates 
from all around the globe from Brazil, Russia, USA, Poland, 
Greece, Venezuela, The Philippines and also Serbia. 

These trainees have brought a diverse array of skills, 
language capabilities and perspectives to UK companies,  
providing these organisations with a competitive edge.
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[2.2] NATIONAL INCOMING EXCHANGE PARTNERSHIPS
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LONG-STANDING PARTNERS

PARTNER OF THE YEAR GROWTH PARTNER PARTNERSHIPS UPSCALED
TO GLOBAL PARTNERS

APPLE RETAIL
Providing 24 experiences throughout the year 

ALCATEL-LUCENT 
Facilitating 15 experiences across the term APPLE and MORGAN STANLEY

This year has been the most successful term in the history of AIESEC UK for the Incoming Global Talent Programme.  
From August 2014 to June 2015, our national office has generated 89 matched experiences, growing 226% in comparison 
to the previous term. We expect to reach 100 matched experiences by the end of July 2015.
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NEW PARTNERS

GLOBAL TALENT PARTNER SPOTLIGHT

“ “

Jhair Julio Vega 
Global HR coordinator Talent and Resourcing, Unilever

My personal and professional experience in the UK has been amazing.  I’ve been exposed to several strategic projects and I’ve been able to 
work closely with senior leaders of the organisation. The skills and knowledge that I’ve gained over the last 10 months will definitely make a 
difference in my career. On a personal note I have had the opportunity to work and live in a truly global city. I’m really thankful to AIESEC UK for 
the support given to me prior and during my experience in this country. The Global Talent programme is a unique opportunity that enables 
youth to become better leaders for a better world.

“ “

Mario Reyes Castro                                                                                                                                           
         PwC UK GIP Experience: Global Account Executive (May 2015 - Current) ; Latin America 

Business Group Business Executive (June 2014 - March 2015) 

Thanks to AIESEC UK, I have had the opportunity to continue my professional development through its Global Talent programme, currently 
starting my second year in PwC UK. I am highly satisfied with the experience thus far, with AIESEC UK showing a great level of professionalism 
by offering outstanding service. On another note, thanks to PwC UK, I have adapted to a new culture both on a personal and professional level, 
by developing new business opportunities and attending high level events, as well as connected and broadened my network of interesting 
professionals.
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[2.3] LOCAL INCOMING EXCHANGE PARTNERSHIPS

Within our Global Talent programme this year, 
we saw the addition of a full-time national Vice-
President to enhance the quality of our member 

development in sales and account delivery. 
Through our investments this year around our local chapter 
incoming exchange programme, we have introduced a new 
internal sales training programme for our membership including 
new account delivery processes to enhance the quality of 

our trainee’s experiences throughout the UK. This has lead to 
multiple local chapters increasing their member retention rate 
in the programme, along with many sustainable partnerships 
being created.  Our members in local offices have attended 
over 250 company meetings, have created 36 traineeship 
opportunities and have brought 16 international trainees to 
the UK this year. Furthermore, 100 members have been through 
the sales trainings from the National Sales Programme.

LOCAL COMMITTEES WHO HAVE 
CREATED NEW PARTNERSHIPS

LOCAL COMMITTEES WHO HAVE 
DELIVERED ON PARTNERSHIPS

Birmingham
City
Edinburgh
Leeds

LSE
Nottingham
Reading
Sheffield

Southampton
Strathclyde
UCL-SOAS

City
Leeds
LSE
Nottingham

Southampton
 Strathclyde
UCL-SOAS
Edinburgh

LOCAL PARTNERS
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EXCELLENCE IN GLOBAL TALENT PROGRAMME

“GROWTH” FROM A LOCAL CHAPTER: SOUTHAMPTON
It had been over 5 years since the local chapter of Southampton 
delivered a partnership through the Global Talent Programme. This 
year, we not only saw the local chapter create and deliver upon 
a partnership, they were also able to create 5 other partnerships 
totalling 7 opportunities this term.

The local chapter has created partnerships with Bundle UK, Nquiring 
Minds, Xylostream Technologies, Latitude 91 & Firetec Systems. 

We would like to give special recognition to Local Chapter Vice 
President, Miriam Price and her team for their exceptional contribution 
to the Global Talent programme at The University of Southampton. 

GLOBAL TALENT CEED PROGRAMME 2015

Northern Illinois University, USA 
University of Windsor, Canada
University Institute of Lisbon, Portugal
Universidad Panamericana, Campus México, Mexico
The Georgia Institute of Technology, USA
University of Texas at Dallas, USA

Birmingham/Aston
Edinburgh
Nottingham
Sheffield
Southampton 
National Account Delivery

Thomas (TJ) Wolfe
Bonnie Ton
Daniela Cerejo
Claudia (Clau) Lopez
Alice Barsky
Don Nguyen
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GLOBAL TALENT PARTNER SPOTLIGHT

AIESEC UK Began our partnership with The 
Bridge London  in 2014.  The Bridge London is 
a community special school in Islington, North 

London. Pupils who attend are described as having 
autism and/or severe learning difficulties or profound 

and multiple learning difficulties. Together, AIESEC 
UK & The Bridge London have fostered the exchange 
of two-young individuals, Emina Đonlagić & Selma 
Brkic from Bosnia-Herzegovina to London, UK.

THE BRIDGE LONDON

I am doing my internship in the 
Primary school with pupils from 4 to 
11 years old.  I have been working in 
this school for 6 months and I have to 
say that this experience is something 
that I will be grateful for my entire 
life. The knowledge about autism 
learning difficulties and the skills 
required to work with children with 
special needs are not the only thing 
that I will take with me. With this 

opportunity, I am dazzled by how 
great the people that I met and had 
the privilege to work with are. The 
pupils have made my world a much 
brighter and better place; their smiles 
are something that make my day. 
However I have to admit that at the 
beginning I was very nervous about 
starting this journey in a new country 
that is very different from my home, 
but I was pleasantly surprised to 

find that everybody was very helpful 
from colleagues to my contact in 
AIESEC UK. Now, I feel like I belong to 
the organisation and that I am part 
of something important and that my 
experience here is something that 
has not just changed my life but has 
also changed special needs schools 
in the UK.

I have been an intern with The Bridge 
London since November 2014 and I am 
very proud to be a part of this project 
with AIESEC UK. In the last seven months 
I have gained an amazing experience 
working with children with special needs 

whilst improving my professional English. 
I have learned the basics of sign language 
and I am still attending a course for 
advanced knowledge on it. I mastered 
communication using icons for children 
whose speech is not developed or poorly 

developed. I have also attended life guard 
techniques training sessions. Once again 
I had an amazing chance to collaborate 
with AIESEC and The Bridge School 
London.

“

““

“

Emina Đonlagić 

Selma Brkic 



[2.4] ACCESS DOMESTIC TALENT AND YOUTH 
MARKETING SOLUTIONS
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Each year AIESEC UK receives interest from over 10,000 students to become members within our 20+ local committees 
in the UK. These students are then shortlisted through an application process until we have recruited 1,000 students 
with the highest potential on campus representing and volunteering for the organisation. 

These students then commit to an intense self-driven, practical learning experience during their university degree which delivers them 
professional skills that are lacking in the general student population.

We have continued several great partnerships with organisations like QS, IE Business School, Milkround, STA Travel, 
Media Boom, BAM, London Business School, LeadNow and Student Beans.

A core part of our training and development for young people in the UK involves meeting at national conferences to share, learn and grow 
together. We connect young people and UK business leaders, thought leaders and leadership experts enabling the exchange of ideas, 
innovation and collaboration. We partner with organisations who welcome the youth’s perspective and we enable engagement with their 
brands during our conferences. We enable our company partners to interact with talent that have business-acumen, team-orientation and  
a can-do attitude. Over the last few decades, we have partnered with dozens of companies that include multinationals and SMEs across all 
sectors for their talent attraction and talent acquisition needs.

We are excited to announce our new Access Domestic Talent and Youth Marketing partners: Apple Retail, P&G 
and DIAGEO. 

Our virtual engagement saw an increase by approximately 17,000 student sign-ups this term, bringing our overall reach to just under 70,000 
students in the UK.  We have also partnered with ISIC UK aiming to increase the brand awareness of both organisations amongst the student 
population.
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We’d like to recognize The Beans Group,  otherwise 
known as Studentbeans.com, for their invaluable 
support & time with our Alumni Engagement 

Project.  We would also like to recognise the following 
individuals for starting an initiative to formally establish 
an AIESEC UK Alumni Association: Simone Anzböck, 
Freyja Oddsdottir, Dora Bobo, Amy Lily (Su) Tran, Emad 
Nadim, Manish Bhartiya, Amira Hussain.
Our partners were also encouraged to support us in 
developing responsible global leaders by providing 
various awards or scholarships. 

Congratulations to Rou En Lee from AIESEC in Edinburgh 
and Miriam Price from AIESEC in Southampton who were 
awarded the QS Business Development Award along with 
summer internships at QS. IE Business School is offering 
two €5000 scholarships to one AIESEC member and one 
AIESEC alumnus on specific masters degrees. Our virtual 
engagement now gives our partners access to 70,000 
students through email marketing, a following of 41,663 
on Facebook, 6,000 on Twitter and over 17,000 unique visitors 
a month on our website.  

NEW ACCESS DOMESTIC TALENT AND YOUTH MARKETING PARTNERS

LONG-STANDING ACCESS DOMESTIC TALENT AND YOUTH MARKETING PARTNERS

It is a great pleasure to partner with such an inspiring and high-spirited organisation like AIESEC. 
Encouraging the global empowerment of the youth and the development of their leadership 
and professional skills, IE UK&Ireland office is delighted to contribute with two exclusive 
scholarships to AIESEC members and alumni and invite all AIESEcers to join our global business 
network.

““
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[2.5] ACCESS TIER 5

As a youth led charity, we are focused on providing a platform for youth leadership development; as such, we are constantly working 
towards enabling global youth mobility by offering foreign nationals the opportunity to come to the UK to acquire experience and skills 
that matter today.

 
Access Tier 5 allows UK based employers to offer work experience programmes to skilled non-EEA nationals who wish to undertake practical 
work experiences in the UK to cultivate a global mind-set. This scheme allows employers to hire the best and the brightest talent from overseas 
on key initiatives and enable employees to learn key skills they can then take back to their home country. 
 
We hold an A rated Tier 5 Government Authorised Exchange Sponsor License, which allows us to act as an over-arching body. We can issue 
Certificates of Sponsorship for individuals who meet our eligibility criteria to enable them to come and experience professional, social and 
cultural life in the UK. 

Access Tier 5 is endorsed by Department For Business, Innovation & Skills (BIS) & Office of the Immigration Services Commissioner (OISC).

A PLATFORM FOR LEADERSHIP

CANDIDATES SPONSORED PER YEAR, AUGUST 2012 - TODAY

The year 2014-15 has seen Access Tier 5 double the number of experiences offered 
(2013-14) and grow into a promising brand. This year alone we have offered over 
180 sponsorships to  a multitude of international candidates from 35 countries.
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• Infiniti Red Bull Racing
• PRISM
• Ernst & Young
• Bristol Rugby Club
• Admiral group Plc

• Adam Smith Institute
• Tullow Oil Plc
• Kings College London

We are very proud to have worked with the following organisations in the last 12 
months by providing them with Certificates of Sponsorships for their international 
interns.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ACCESS TIER 5, PLEASE VISIT ACCESSTIER5.COM
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T     his year had been a Journey towards Greatness & Relevance - 
Together As One, striving to increase organisational performance 
whilst remaining true to our purpose as one united entity.

The results year to date show growth in all areas and in some cases 
the best results AIESEC UK has ever seen thanks to a heavy investment 
into staff on a national level to drive new & innovative projects across 
the organisation and its product portfolio. 

In particular, our investments into our focus for the year, the incoming 
Global Talent programme, have yielded the best results since the 
financial crisis. On a local level, the sales development programme 
has been established, while on a national level the focus on customer 
service and upscaling has been fruitful. A majority of our Local 
Committees have now established contracts with their business 
communities whilst our national partners have increased their annual 
intake. AIESEC UK is also a leading AIESEC entity globally in terms of 
the Net Promoter Score for the Global Talent programme.

With a focus on marketing on a national and a local level, we’ve seen 
an increase in our efficiency and conversion rates to deliver our biggest 
ever summer peak for our outgoing volunteer GoGlobal programmes. 
The increased number of country partners has offered more 
tailored options to our exchange participants whilst increasing and 

spreading the impact of AIESEC UK abroad across a variety of issues 
such as Environment, Education, Social Entrepreneurship, Cultural 
Understanding & Health.

We’ve invested for future years into rebranding and restructuring 
the delivery of our outgoing Global Talent programme to support 
changes in the market for professional internships and a shift 
in customer expectations. AIESEC UK is now offering Teaching, 
Business Administration and Marketing internships to graduates and 
placement year students with an improved professional customer 
flow embedded in the newly launched global website.

Our Access Tier 5 programme which sees visa logistics provided 
through our A-rated sponsorship has also continued to grow and 
provide valuable opportunities to internationals coming to the UK by 
building relationships with UK universities and the UK immigration 
network.

Finally our Corporate Partners have interacted with AIESEC UK through 
customised engagement packages from traditional conference 
engagement to specific events and online social media from our 
Youth Marketing Solutions.
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FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Financial sustainability has been maintained this 
year despite a higher cost base thanks to increased 
revenue streams across the board.

We would like to recognise the efforts of our local 
committees in challenging the trend in our incoming 
programme and building the sales capacity for future 
years whilst maintaining to a high standard the delivery 
& servicing of our outgoing programmes.

Income

Expenditure

STATEMENT OF INCOME & EXPENDITURE OF AIESEC UK

Sponsorship of Youth-Led Events & Activities

Youth Training & Development

£’000

19

65

2012-13 (actual)

400

170

98

96

176

517

507

10

Internship Programmes (incoming & outgoing)

Internship Programme Management

Other Project Income

Other Project Costs

Financial Administration & Governance

Total Income

Total Expenditure

Balance

58

184

2013-14 (actual)

362

69

127

102

146

547

500

47

45

91

2014-15 (forecast)

420

247

200

169

127

665

635

30
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LC AWARDS NATIONAL SUPPORT TEAM AWARDS

LC of the Year
SU of the Year
Most Improved LC
Growth in oGCDP
Growth in iGIP
Growth in oGIP
Excellence in TM
Excellence in Fin
Excellence in MaC 
Excellence in oGCDP
Excellence in iGIP
Excellence in OGIP

Southampton, Edinburgh
Durham

Nottingham
Nottingham

Southampton
Manchester
Manchester

Edinburgh
Warwick

UCL
Edinburgh

Manchester

Jack Davy 
Kimmie Champlin
Bonnie Ton 
Bradley Glover
Chuanyu Gao
Maitham Al-Sarraf

Best Contribution
Most Inspirational Coach

Best New Comer
Best Facilitator

Best Coach
Most Active NST Member

LEADERS OF THE YEAR MEMBERS OF THE YEAR

Ying Xi Tan
Geraldine Phillip

[3.2] OUR ACHIEVEMENTS

EXTERNAL RECOGNITION

Farhaan Ali
James Pain 
Tanuj J Haria
Nanci Bui
Bryan Thor
Danial Iman

Nottingham
Manchester

City
Southampton

LSE
Warwick

LSE
LSE

The British Youth Council recognised AIESEC UK with a 
Youth Onboard: Youth-Led Award for providing a plat-
form for young people and young voices and making a 
difference at a local, national or international level.

British Youth Council - “Youth Onboard Award”

For the 9th year in a row, AIESEC has been recognised as 
one of the most democratic places to work thanks to its 
transparency and its democratic practices in managing 
the organisation.

WorldBlu Award - Most Democratic Workplaces

AIESEC UK has been shortlisted for the Social Enterprise 
of the Year for the Lloyds Bank National Business Awards 
2015.

Lloyds Bank - Social Enterprise of the Year
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LOCAL COMMITTEES’ ACHIEVEMENTS

ABERDEEN

- Established SU processes

- 50% of membership retention

Special Thanks:

Chuanyu Gao  

ASTON

- Implemented Member Journey concept

- High matching rate

- Higher commitment of iGIP members

BIRMINGHAM

- Collaborative iGIP culture with Aston  

- Diversified short-term leadership roles for 

members 

- Improved relationship with the business 

school

BRISTOL

- ‹Brizzly Bear› LC culture: best delegation 

during MAXIS, strong EB pipeline for 15.16 

- Innovation in iGIP: successful cold calling 

party with live TM tracking; LC CEEDer 

recruitment 

- oGCDP engagement: newsletters, mini 

EPICs and engaging assessment centres (80% 

conversion rate from assessment to paid)

CITY

- Committed members and successfully driven 

synergy across all functions

- Family-like culture that allowed to retain 

100% of TLPs

- Highest matching rate in the history

Special Thanks:

Jack Davy

DURHAM

- Increased results across all functions, most 

notably achieved 41 raises for oGCDP

- Made the first step towards being an LC 

by becoming AIESEC UK’s first ever Official 

Expansion 

- Made SUs known throughout the country, 

showing the potential of the SU contribution

Special Thanks:

Rebecca Armstrong

EDINBURGH

- Successful implementation of Finance as 

a function: investing into iGIP, MaC, TM and 

oGCDP

- Successful implementation of team 

minimums and membership minimum criteria 

- Recognised as the LC of the Year

Special Thanks:

David Morgan

LEEDS

- Strong sustained iGIP team culture and the 

1st TN realised since 2010

- Growth in OGX matching

- Full EBtoEB transition

Special Thanks:

Craig Hammer 

Chris Bruges 

MANCHESTER

- Best year for oGCDP and oGIP through the 

development of Marketing-OGX synergies. 

- Engaging external trainers and established 

Manchester first Local Advisory Board

- Strong collaborative and award-winning 

culture; contribution to AIESEC UK culture by 

hosting Christmas social and several functional 

summits

Special Thanks:

LAB, members, NST, MC Journey

NOTTINGHAM

- Most number of iGIP TN Realisations  (200% 

growth)

- Growth in oGCDP Award (300%)

- Most Improved LC 14.15 Award

Special Thanks:

MC Journey 

University of Nottingham Business School

SOUTHAMPTON

- 7 TN raises (700% growth) and 2 realised 

(200% growth) 

- Most number of people running for elections 

- 15 people in total, for 6 positions 

- Very strong relationship with student union 

and great brand positioning in the University 

of Southampton

Special Thanks:

University of Southampton Student Union  

STA Travel Southampton  

SHEFFIELD

- Growth in GIP from 1 to 6 opportunities 

(500%)

- Strong EB and LT pipeline with 20 retained 

members for 15/16 

- Best matching rate in oGCDP in the past two 

years

Special Thanks:

Bradley Glover

STRATHCLYDE

- Re-raise with an existing partner, 1 more TN 

and 2 tier 5 visas 

- 20% growth in oGCDP raises 

- Member-driven LC culture

UCL-SOAS

- Implementing oGIP as a function

- Sustainable performance as the focused that 

has been achieved

- Excellence in oGCDP Award

Special Thanks:

Markus Orlovsky

WARWICK

- Improved leadership pipeline by 140% 

- Doubled conversion rates in OGCDP 

customer flow 

- Improved OGX matching rate by 330%

Special Thanks:

Bradley Glover
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[4.1] ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

14.15 NATIONAL TEAM

Reuben Ayley

David Morgan

Vinicius Stringhini Onofre

Grace Fogarty

Lubka Mieresova

Roxana Calancea

Ilma Ibrisevic

Liza Degtiarenko

15.16 NATIONAL TEAM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Vice-President Local Incoming Global 
Internship Programme

Vice-President National Incoming 
Global Internship Programme

Vice-President Business Development

Vice-President Outgoing Community 
Development Programme

Vice-President Outgoing Global 
Internship Programme

Vice-President Marketing and 
Communications

Vice-President Talent Management 
and Organisational Development

The charity is hugely grateful for its board of 
trustees for the time, energy and support they 
have contributed to the organisation over the 
past year.

Steve Keley
Adrian Sia Lu 
Dean Addis
Anne Godbold
Ian Priestley
Aaron Caplan
James Eder

KPMG
Carphone Warehouse

8works Ltd
Accenture

Vodafone Group Enterprise
London Stock Exchange Group

The Beans Group

OUR CONFERENCE CHAIRS (ALL AIESEC ALUMNI)

Rachel Whitehead

Helen Yohannes

Patrick Guenther 

AIESEC in New Zealand, 
AIESEC International

AIESEC in Vietnam, 
AIESEC in Belgium, APPLE

AIESEC in Germany  

THE AIESEC FOUNDATION

Much appreciation is owed to the AIESEC             
Foundation which supports AIESEC activities 
in the UK and around the world. The current              
trustees include:

Paul Hawkins

Steve Keley

Keith Watson

Capita 

KPMG

Centrica Storage

LOCAL COMMITTES & PRESIDENTS

We would like to thank our Local Committees & their Presidents: 

Waleed Anabta-wii
Chanelle Leher
Grace Hart
Alice Chien
Erika San Jose
Raluca Stanca
Jacob Thomas
Shannen Dermawan Prijatna
Sophia Boubal
Viola Zheng
Eric Tan
Peter Rowan
Nhung Hanh Tran
Penniana Permal
Guo Pei Teh
Vicky Cichon
Josh Brodie
Elynn Suah
Finn Schafer
Russell Ngan
Mae Yune Hoe

Aston
Birmingham

Bristol
Cambridge

Cardiff
City 

Durham
Edinburgh

Leeds 
Liverpool

LSE 
Manchester

Newcastle
Nottingham

Oxford
Reading
Sheffield

Southampton
Strathclyde

UCL-SOAS
Warwick

Venus Wang

Lubka Mieresova Shiv Duggal

Aimee Tam

Felipe Morales
Molly Cross

Kimmie ChamplinSophia Boubal

President

Vice-President Outgoing 
Global Internship Programme, 
Marketing and Public relations

Vice-President Local Incoming 
Global Internship Programme

Vice-President National Incoming 
Global Internship Programme

Vice-President 
Business Development

Vice-President Outgoing 
Community Development 

Programme

Vice-President Operations

Vice-President Finance and 
Talent Management

President and Finance Responsible

Leo Szivo
Anna-Rose Barker

Nicola Willson
Lizz Ultee

13.14 NATIONAL TEAM
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This year we have had AIESEC UK’s largest National Support Team to date with over 40 members from around the world. They have worked in a variety of roles ranging from 
creating educational materials, training at national conferences and coaching vice presidents on strategies and personal development. Overall their impact has contributed 
to the growth and success of AIESEC UK throughout the 14.15. term.

Special thanks to our speakers, trainers and supporters.
People who dedicated their time and efforts to contribute to AIESEC UK’s member development and organisational growth.

SP
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O

OGIP IGIPOGCDP TM

MAC FINANCE NATIONAL 
TRAINERS TEAM

OTHER 
FUNCTIONS

Katja Manfreda 

Emma Ockert- Axelsson

Alina Croitoru

Courtney Suen 

Education Manager - Slovenia/AIESEC Slovenia

Coaching Manager - USA/AIESEC Sweden

Country Partnerships Manager, Coach -  
Romania/AIESEC Romania

Matching Manager - Honkong/AIESEC UK

Molly Cross 

Scott Clothier

Maitham Al-Sarraf

UK/AIESEC UK

UK/AIESEC UK

USA/Kuwait/
AIESEC UK

Aug-Dec    Carlos Álvarez 

Aug-Dec    Anchal Dhingra

Aug-July    Delila Kidanu

Jan-July    Bonnie Ton

Jan-July           Stephanie Yi

Coach- Spain/AIESEC Spain

Coach- Canada/AIESEC Canada

Coach- UK/AIESEC UK

Coach- Canada/AIESEC Canada

iGIP Innovation- Canada/AIESEC Canada

Joey Huey Woon

Anjali Parshotam

Martina Matrtajova

 Coach - Malaysia/
AIESEC UK

 Coach - UK/
AIESEC UK

Coach - Slovakia/
AIESEC UK

Alireza Parandeh

Mariola Romero

Alex Solderholm

Petruta Adriana

Sarra Jouin

Abheek Talukdar

Marketing Manager - Iran/AIESEC UK

MaC Coach - Spain/AIESEC UK

MaC Coach - Sweden/AIESEC UK

MaC Coach - Romania /AIESEC Romania

Content Creation team/ SUs Coach - Tunisia/AIESEC Tunisia

Content Creation team - India/AIESEC India

Kimberly Champlin

John Buchloholz

Olga Fuhrmann

Aurelia Baumann

Finance Support Team Leader - 
USA/AIESEC USA/AIESEC UK 

Finance Coach - USA/AIESEC USA

Finance Coach - Germany/AIESEC UK

Finance Coach - Germany/AIESEC Germany

Jane Fey 

Chuanyu Gao 

Steph Brinks

 NST Journey Co-ordinator -
Germany/AIESEC UK

Specialised Units - 
China/AIESEC UK

Conference Manager -  
UK/AIESEC UK

MAXIS 2014 LDS 2015 NSC 2015
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Cherry Ma

Cristian Urigiuc

Roisin Chulachain

Rachel Siuhangyee

Danial Iman

Anthony Donovan

Hanh Vu

Bianca Gusat

OCP LDS 2015
OCVP Logistics

OCVP Delegate Servicing
OCVP Tech/AV
OCVP Finance 

OCVP Marketing 
OC Manager of Delegate Servicing

OC Secretary 

Molly Cross
Alireza Parandeh
Jack Davy
Nicky Tam
Rachel Siuhangyee

OCP MAXIS 2014
OCVP Marketing

OCVP Logistics
OCVP Delegate Servicing
OCVP Delegate Servicing

Bianca Gusat
Tiffany Ma
Emily Zho
Penni Permal
Nicky Tam
Shannen Dermawan

OCP NSC 2015
OCVP Logistics

OCVP Delegate Servicing
OCVP Marketing 

OCVP Tech/AV
OC Secretary 

Annual Report Design
Alireza Parandeh, AIESEC UK NST Zenia Chopra

James Denning
Michael Hayes
Dean Ivancevic
Derek Small
Maggie Small
Paul Varnava
Mark Haggan

Fatima Islam
Sarah Harper
Simone Anzböck
Lionel Simons
Christian Gallardo
Dominic Timms 
Ankit Chajer 
Harmandeep Singh

Maitham Al-Sarraf
Emrana Khatun
Reem Salem
Ysa Urquiaga
Penni Permal
Alex Tran
James Pendelton
Adrian Ayley

Colette Ayley
Valeria Mieresova
Jan Mieres
Elisabeth Fogarty
Nick Fogarty
Linh Tran
Farhaan Ali
Vicky Cichon

Other Supporters:Catherine Howe, DIAGEO
Martinez Arturo, DIAGEO
Tataru Corina, P&G
Francis McKeown, P&G
Max Wainwright, P&G
Hilary Morran, Apple Retail
Jen Jensen, Apple Retail
Nicola Wilson, Apple Retail
Maaike Riesthuis, Apple Retail
Esin Gunes, Apple Retail
Scott Muir, Apple Retail
John Hatch, Apple Retail

Phil Clothier, Barrett Values Centre
Emilien Hoet, AIESEC Alumnus
Charlie Easmon, YEHS
James Scipioni, Go Barefoot
Markus Orlosky, Bryansto Square
Rebecca Armstrong, Sparkle DevelopJames Eder, The Beans Group

Jo Simpson, Leadership Coach
Todd Eden, LeadNow
Miranda Ash, WorldBlu
Pascal de Kruijff, London Business School
Onyinye Okpala, DIAGEO 
Joshuah Kolijin, DIAGEO

LDS Speakers and Trainers

AIESEC Conferences 2014.2015

Helen Berriman & the hotel staff at Cedar Court Hotel Wakefield        (MAXIS 2014 & NSC 2015)
Joann Tatham & the hotel staff at Novotel Nottingham East Midlands   (LDS 2015)

(hosted by AIESEC Warwick and AIESEC UCL-SOAS)(hosted by AIESEC in Leeds) (hosted by AIESEC City)

Jack Davy

Bradley Glover

Farhaan Ali

Abdallah Mohd

Shushan Nalbandyan

 UK/AIESEC UK

UK/AIESEC UK

UK/AIESEC UK 

Romania/
AIESEC UK 

Armenia/
AIESEC UK
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